


 
 

 

 
 

Sheet 10 

 

If  it rains too much 

 

Introduction 

The  world’s average raise of the temperature can provide more 

energy to the athmosphere through storms, intense rain, and 

extreme weather situations: conditions that can have a dramatical 

impact on the superficial water system, the population and the 

territory. Between 1980 and 2011, for example, floodings in 

Europe affected more than 5,5 millions people and caused direct 

economical losses for over 90 billions euros.  

Often,these damages, are rightly attributed to the climate change 

and rain concentration, but global warming education, in explaining 

the present and future pluviometric scenarios and their connection 

with the athmosphere dynamics, must also take in consideration  

that those damages will aggravate if man makes his territory more 

vulnerable, for example building in “risk areas” like natural river 

flooding locations, creating this way the conditions for major run-off 

(soil sealing , mountain and hills deforestation, riverbeds 

rectification). 

The human ability to transform the territory must be acknowledged 

by the students,  with its negative side, denouncing unsustainable 

practices, and promoting its positive ones: infact, they will have to 

take care of their  towns and regions, trying to get them ready to 

face the extreme climatic events that are forecasted with increased 

frequency, in addition to take mitigatiting actions on greenhouse 

gases emission. 



 
 

 

 
 

This sheet’s activities are focused  on this aspect. The first activity 

helps to be aware of the significance of the changes  that we make 

on the course to the rivers; almost all of them have been subjected 

to rectifications to improve their flow rates and to amplify their 

flood-waves; The second activity focuses on the quality of the 

mountainsides, emphasising the key role of soil and vegetation to 

absorb the water. Without this action, the higher amount of water 

that reaches the water system will create bigger flood-waves; The 

third activity applies these concepts to the student’s area, so that 

they can improve the knowledge of their territory and be more 

aware of its criticality issues. 

 

Class activity 

 

1. THE RIVER: THE LOST MAZE 

 

Materials 

- rubber hose (around 1,5 - 2 m ) 

- water 

 

Carrying out 

- Keep the hose stretched and place it on an inclined surface  

- Pour the water from one end and watch the leekage at the other 

end 

- Bend the same hose giving it a sinusoidal shape; Pour the same 

quantity of water from one end and watch the leekage’s speed from 

the other end 

 

2. THE VALLEY: THE LOST MOUNTAINSIDES 

 



 
 

 

 
 

Materials 

- water + watering can  

- measuring cylinder 

- funnel 

- glass wool 

- different kinds of soils 

- 2 aluminium bowls/trays  

- root ball with plants 

 

Carrying out 

 

Part A: the ground (quantitative) 

- place a piece of glass wool at the bottom of the funnel 

- Position a known quantity of soil inside the funnel and place it on 

the cylinder 

- Use the watering can to soak the soil uniformly with a known 

quantity of water (for ex. 200 ml) and see how much water ends up 

in the measuring cylinder. 

- Rerun the experiment with several kinds of soil, writing down 

every time the quantity of water leaked through and its timing. 

- establish which soil manages to absorb more water and assume 

why it does. 

 

Part B: The vegetation (qualitative) 
- Cut a hole on one of the short sides of both trays. 

- Position a rootball with grass (sample A)  in the first tray and a 

clod of the same soil, but without any plants, in the second tray 

(sample B) 

- Pour some water in the first tray and see what leeks out from the 

hole (some water and a bit of soil) 



 
 

 

 
 

- Rerun the same experiment with the second tray 

 

3. OUR WORLD ON PAPER 

 

Materials 

- survey map (ex. 1:10.000, 1:25.000) 

- markers 

 

Carrying out 

- Get a survey map of the area where the students live. 

- First, observe the natural elements:  hydro-grid,  lakes, sea,  

mountains,  hills.  

- Find the artificial elements: residential areas, industrial areas,  

main roads, bridges. 

- Highlight the hydric grid with a blue marker (it is possible, also, to 

choose only one river /torrent). Are the watercourses straight or 

wavy? Are the banks natural or artificial? 

- Highlight in red the artificial areas considered too close to the 

hydro-grid or the artificial banks. 

- Check, on the local waterway authority official site, how the 

flooding areas are calculated, verifying if the official “risk map” that 

is based on ancient plains of rivers, correspondes to the one 

assumed by the class. 

- Ask some questions to the local authority: Have they envisaged 

any new flooding-risk sections forseen by the rising of extreme 

climatic events (floods) in the next years? Is there any map that 

shows the mountainsides at risk? Are there any watercourses that 

are artificially channeled or run underground? 

 

Suggestions(storytelling/gamification) 



 
 

 

 
 

The first activity can be introduced  through Johann Gottfried 

Tulla’s story, finding out what he did to the Rhine river, in 

Germany, a project that shortens it’s course by 100 km and 

transforms it in a more efficent  waterway (increasing its floodwater). 

Activity 3 is very suitable to a “noire” narration. If the teacher 

knows already the territory’s criticality, we can give the students 

some clues, pretending they were detectives, maybe through some 

old press articles  where some locations affected by floods, 

landslides or landslips, in the past have not been  been precisely 

demarcated. It will be the students job to establish the exact spot 

where the catastrophic event happened, and check afterwords if the 

area has been secured in wiew of the future forecasts. 

 

Suggestions and transversality 

 

GEOGRAPHY: Find the wetlands present in your territory and try 

to understand what link they have with the closest watercourse. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Get the students to check the capital’s 

administration site of the country of which they study the foreign 

language: Are there any adapting plans to face floodings? 

HISTORY:Search for old photos and postcards of your area that 

include surface waters; Locate where the photos have been taken 

and take some new photos from the same spot. Compare them and 

describe the changes. has the river been used differently? Has its 

appearance changed? 

TECHNOLOGY: gather some information on when your city’s 

sewage system has been engineered,  and, ask who manages it how 

they equipped it to make it efficent even with excessive rain. 

MATHEMATICS: Look for a river-level map, related to the time 

of the year. When is the peak? And why? 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Web search 

 

Eu floods directive 

The directive about floods strenghtens the public right to access to 

information and to be part of the decision-making process. 

Link: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/flood_risk/ 

 

WISE 

The european portal on water issues 

Link: water.europa.eu 

 
The life of a river (VIDEO) 

Link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfJ-XfPtBas 

 

How do you restore a river? 

European center for river restoration website 
Link:www.ecrr.org/RiverRestoration/Whatisriverrestoration/tabid/2

614/Default.aspx 

 

 

World Meteorological organization 
Estimates of the riverfloods frequency on the european territory 

Link: www.wmo.int/pages/prog/hwrp/publications/Floodfreq_report.pdf 
 

Copenhagen Climate Adaptation Plan (VIDEO) 

What the danish capital does to remain always a safe place to live. 
Link: vimeo.com/69160394 

 

http://www.ecrr.org/RiverRestoration/Whatisriverrestoration/tabid/2614/Default.aspx
http://www.ecrr.org/RiverRestoration/Whatisriverrestoration/tabid/2614/Default.aspx
https://vimeo.com/69160394


 
 

 

 
 

Climate Adapt 

An initiative made by the european  commission to share all datas 

and information about the regions vulnerability and plan the 

adaptations required. 

Link: climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/ 

http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/
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